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Head knowledge or 
Declarative Knowledge

The explicit knowledge we teach at Sunnyside Spencer Academy which, once "learnt", children come to definitely know 
or "declare". Declarative knowledge is thought of as ‘knowledge about’ or the answers to the what, where, when, or who 
types of questions. Since we began this work on our curriculum, we have seen more clearly that all the subjects we teach 
are driven by key knowledge concepts - these are required to give the knowledge coherence, to join it up and prevent it 
becoming just a jumble of unrelated facts. In most cases, they apply to the subject for all children, regardless of age. 
However, they do not exist in isolation in each year group, they develop in terms of complexity as pupils mature. 

The Heart Knowledge In the same way as our academic curriculum is built of concepts, so is our emotional literacy. Here, learning takes 
place around the development of concepts linked to a child's character. Character embodies values such 
as: "Empathy", "Resilience","Respect" and "Tolerance".

Hand Knowledge "Hand Knowledge" or "Procedural" or "Implicit Knowledge" is the type of knowledge exercised in the performance of a 
task. It’s basically “How” you know to do something. It's a type of knowledge that is hard to explain as it is subconsciously 
stored in your mind. ‘Muscle memory’: consolidating a specific motor task into memory through repetition, which has 
been used synonymously with motor learning, like learning to ride your bike, is another phrase used to describe implicit 
knowledge.

Vocabulary Tier Two words are high-frequency words for mature language users — coincidence, absurd, industrious — and thus 
instruction in these words can add productively to an individual's language ability.

Tier three words consists of low frequency words that occur in specific domains. Tier three words are central to 
understanding concepts within various academic subjects and should be integrated into content instruction. Examples of 
tier three words include molecule, tundra, and legislature.

http://unt.unice.fr/uoh/learn_teach_FL/affiche_theorie.php?id_concept=90&lang=eng&id_theorie=1&id_categorie=3


Text Types One Pager Recounts – Diary Entries

A recount is written to tell 

someone about a 

particular event or 

experience. 

What 
What do I 

need to 
include?

Use the past 
tense 

The date/ time

The first person

(I, we, my, our)

Write events in 
chronological order 
(the order they 
happened in)

My thoughts and feelings
Use adverbials of time e.g. 

first, then, after that

Punctuation
Commas in a list

We ate bananas, pancakes, chocolate, 

sweets and lots of candy floss.

Exclamation marks

It was awesome!



History
Spring 2 
Topic:

Concept Knowledge (concepts being covered)

e.g. Space, location, place, human and physical process, Communities and 
Settlements, Spatial Interactions, Environment, Scale, Movement, Cultural 

understanding and Diversity

Continuity
and Change 

Historians recognise that over time some things 
stay the same, while others change. ‘Change’ refers 
to something that is obviously different from what 
occurred previously.

Evidence 
Evidence is an important part of historical inquiry 
and refers to the information that is collected from 
various sources. Any object from history can be 
classed as evidence and used then to hypothesise 
and allow historians to piece together the past.

Similarity 

and 

Difference

Similarity and difference is based upon an 
understanding of the complexity of people’s lives, 
differing perspectives and relationships between 
different groups. 

Chronology
The chronology of a series of past 
events is the times at which they 
happened in the order in which they 
happened. 

Declarative Knowledge 
(explicit knowledge being taught)

The Great Fire of London started on 

September 2nd 1666. It was the 

worst fire in London’s history.

The fire began in a Bakery on 

Pudding Lane. The Baker was

called Thomas Farynor and he 

was King Charles 11’s baker.

In 17th century London, not only were 

buildings made from wood and straw, 

but they stood very close together, 

making it easy for fire to spread.

Back then, there was no fire brigade in 

London, which meant it was up to 

local soldiers as well as regular 

Londoners to fight the fire.

To put the fire out they used leather 

buckets filled with water and water 

squirts.
They also used metal hooks to pull down 

buildings and create open spaces so the fire 

couldn’t spread.

Tier 2 Vocabulary
Material Something that an object is 

made of.

Flames A hot body of gas that creates 

fire. 

Baker A person who makes bread 

and cakes.

Straw Dried stalks of grain.

Spread Extend over a large area. 

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Thatched Roof A roof made from straw 

and reeds

Flammable A material which can catch 

fire.

Embers Small pieces of glowing coal or 

wood in a dying fire.

Diagrams/ Photos

What have I learned before that will help me? 
(Cycle A and B previously taught)

We have learnt the meaning of the term ‘past’ and 
have compared the lives of others to ours now. 

We have  looked at different types of homed and 
features of a house. 

We can name the countries in the UK and know that 
London is the capital.

We have learnt about the history of houses in 
Nottingham and how they have changed over time.

The houses were built so close 

together, it helped the fire 

spread quickly.

There were no camera’s, so 

artists painted the scene 

afterwards. 

Leather buckets were 

filled with water and 

thrown over the fire.

Samuel Pepys - Wrote a 

diary, which is how we 

know so much about the 

Great Fire of London.



History

Spring 1
Topic: The Great Fire of London

Map 

London

London was much smaller 
in 1666. This is a map of 
London now and the small 
rectangle is the size London 

used to be back then,



Lines of Enquiry 
(Pattern seeking, Observation over time, Grouping

and Classifying, Fair Testing, Research)

Identifying

and 

classifying

Organise plants into groups and 
distinguish between an object and 
the material it is made from.

Observation 

over time

Observing plants growing and 
changing over time. 

Pattern

seeking

Comparing plants based on their 
properties. 

Tier 2 Vocabulary
Seed The part of a flowering plant that 

can develop into a new plant.

Petal One of the coloured segments of 
a flower. 

Stem They hold the plant up and carry 
water from the roots to the rest 
of the plant. 

Roots They hold the plant in the ground 
and soak up water and minerals 
from the soil. 

Tier 3 Vocabulary
Evergreen A plant or tree that keeps its 

leaves all year.

Deciduous A tree that loses its leaves in 
Autumn and grows new ones in 
Spring.

Germination When a seed starts to grow 

Oxygen Air

Diagrams/ Photos

What have I learned before that 
will help me?

I have observed different plants 
and trees outside.

I have observed how plants change 
over time.

I can name some parts of a plant.

Science 
Spring 1

Topic:  Plants 

Declarative Knowledge 
(explicit knowledge being taught)

A wild plant seed grows where it falls. It 

doesn’t need to be planted or cared for as 

it grows. 

Garden plants are plants that people 

choose to grow in their gardens. 

Weeds are wild plants that grow in places 

where people don’t want them. 

A deciduous tree loses its leaves each 

year. 

An evergreen tree keeps its green leaves 

all year round, even in the winter.



Computing

Spring 1
Topic:  Programming – Moving  a Robot

Concept Knowledge – What is 
programming?

Programming is when we make a set of instructions 

for computers to follow.

Robots are one type of machine that can follow 

programs. Floor robots include Bee-bots and Blue-bots.

Floor robots have buttons which help us to direct 

them. We can use algorithms (a set of guidelines to 

perform of task) to program floor robots along routes. 

Declarative 
Knowledge 

(explicit knowledge being taught)

Robots are machines that we 

can program to do human jobs. 

They can help us to do jobs, 

work in factories etc. 

Bee-bots are a type of floor 

robot. We can program Bee-

bots to move around.

Bee-bots should only be used on 

the floor. 

Turn the Bee-bot on using the 

switch underneath. You know 

when it is on because the eyes 

light up,

The buttons on the top make 

the Bee-bot do different 

things.. The arrows change 

direction or make the Bee-bot 

move forwards and backwards.

We use an algorithm to 

program our Bee-bot and tell 

it which route to follow. 

Tier 2 Vocabulary

Direction A course along which 

something moves.

Route A course we use to travel somewhere.

Button A small electronic piece that when 

pressed operates something. 

Obstacle A thing that blocks the way. 

What have I learned before that will help me? (Cycle A 

and B previously taught)

• To take photographs/videos, discuss and evaluate 

work.

• Follow teachers’ instructions when using an online 

interactive program such as paint or draw. 

• I have learnt how to use an iPad to create digital 

art

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Program A program is a series of 

instructions.

Algorithm A set of guidelines to complete 

a task



Concept Knowledge

Research

Investigate and analyse a range of 
existing products. Explore a range of 
existing books and everyday products 
that use simple sliders and levers 

Design
Generate, develop, model and 
communicate their ideas through 
discussion and annotated sketches 

Make

Use a range of tools and equipment to 
perform practical tasks accurately. 
Select and use tools suitable for the 
task, explaining their choices, to cut, 
shape and join paper and card. 

Evaluate

Evaluate their product by discussing 
how well it works in relation to the 
purpose and the user and whether it 
meets design criteria.

Techniques Taught

Cutting Carefully cutting 
along a line.

Join Join two pieces of 
card or wood 
together.

Template A mock up of the 
final project. 

Tier 2 Vocabulary

Snip To cut something  

Plan To think of ideas 

Design To draw the plan of what you 
are going to make. 

Join To connect two things 
together

A di

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Timber Wood from trees 
that is used to 
build 

Construct To build or 
make. 

Evaluate Look at what 
went well and 
what could have 
been better. 

Key artists, craft makers and 
designers

Ben Taggart – Model House Maker 

What have I learned before that 
will help me?

I can cut.

I can stick.

I can construct.

D&T
Spring 1 
Topic: 

Materials



Religious Studies 

Spring 1 
Topic:  Believing; Jewish Beliefs

and Traditions 

Concept Knowledge

Identify Judaism as a religion.

Jews as believers in only one God.

Different people have different beliefs.

Tier 2 Vocabulary

Kind To be good to others.

Learn New information.

Rules

Instructions we have to follow. 

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Judaism The religion followed by Jews.

Moses The man who started Judaism. 

God
God made the Jewish people his chosen
people.

Example 
The Jews would show good behaviour to the 
rest of the world. 

Ten 

Commandments
Ten rules given by God, the Jewish people 
live by. 

Diagrams/ Photos

What have I learned before that will help me?

Different people have different 

celebrations.

We are all different but we are all special. 

Rules are something we follow in school.

Declarative Knowledge 
(explicit knowledge being taught)

Stories from God; what can we 

learn from him?

The importance of Moses. 

Important symbols and  artefacts. 

How the 10 commandments form 

everyday Jewish life. 

Reflect on good stories from good 

leaders.



SCARF

Spring 1
Topic: Keeping Safe

Concept Knowledge

Sleep Why do we need sleep?
What is a goo bedtime 

routine?

Good and bad 
touches 

(PANTS rule)

I can explain the PANTS rule.

Who can 
help?

I know the people who can 
help me.

Declarative Knowledge 
(explicit knowledge being taught)

I will learn the importance of 

sufficient good quality sleep for 

good health and that a lack of 

sleep can affect weight, mood 

and ability to learn.

I will learn how to recognise if 

family relationships are making 

them feel unhappy or unsafe, 

and how to seek help or advice 

from others if needed.

I will learn the importance of 
permission-seeking and giving 
in relationships with friends, 
peers and adults.

Tier 2 Vocabulary

sleep 
Sleep gives your body a 
rest and allows it to 
prepare for the next 
day. 

body The human body is 
made up of different 
groups of organs, 
nerves, and tissues 
called systems. It 
belongs to you.

help Someone giving you
support.

online The internet.

Tier 3 Vocabulary
healthy In a good physical or 

mental condition; in good 
health.

permission The action of officially 
allowing someone to do a 
particular thing.

informatio

n
Facts about someone or 
something.

Diagrams/ Photos

What have I learned before that will help me? 
(Cycle A and B previously taught)

I have learnt about my 
emotions and how I can 
control them/

I have learnt who I can talk to 
when I need help.

I have learnt ways I can keep 
safe. 


